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I visited the Badaling section of the Great Wall many times in the decade after
1977, in the process witnessing its accelerating transformation into a crowded
tourist mecca that has only deepened in the decades since. Sometime in the
1980s, I heard that a more distant location—Mutianyu—was being readied to
accept visitors and I hustled for a trip. What a find, a rugged location with green
forests, blue skies, essentially no tourists, and stupendous vistas that
incorporated undulating walls. After an arduous hike up the hillslope on one visit,
I encountered a local farmer who offered to give me a ride back down on the
back of a donkey or mule, which was clearly a highlight of my visit.
In the years that followed, I took several educators’ groups to Mutianyu, and on
each of these later trips stopped the bus and let folks visit some of the villages
along the way where they interacted easily with villagers. Whether the Great Wall
or the nearby villages, it was exhilarating to marvel at what was clearly a special,
as yet undiscovered site with an incomparable countryside setting. While I
haven’t been to Mutianyu in more than a decade to witness changes there, it was
a surprise to see recently on TripAdvisor that Mutianyu is Ranked #1 of 981
Attractions in Beijing in 2013!
Over the decades as I carried out research on Chinese vernacular architecture,
which took me the length and breadth of the country, I periodically dug deeper

into the northern dwelling patterns, especially in the area surrounding Beijing and
Shanxi province but my focus increasingly shifted to Anhui, Fujian, and Zhejiang
leaving knowledge gaps in the mosaic that is China. Still, my books all attempted
to strike a balance that underscored the significance of northern patterns.
One of those gaps became apparent as I read Great Wall Style: Building Home
with Jim Spear. News reports and comments from friends over the past decade
had already alerted me to the creative efforts of Jim Spear and his wife Tang
Liang. I had seen photographs of some of the old farm dwellings in which Jim had
prepared designs and then worked with local villagers to rebuild them albeit with
modern technologies related to lighting, heating, and other amenities.
All of this has come together in this remarkable book through both stunning
photographs and a sensitive text that chronicles not only the process but also the
culminating rescripting of village homes for a husband and wife but for other
residents and visitors as well.
There are sufficient photographs included that make clear the character of
buildings ‘before’ renovation so one can see the bones of the simple dwellings
and other structures: the beauty of interlocking beams, intricate lattice windows,
field stones, gray or glazed tiles, and fired bricks, shifting light patterns, as well as
distant vistas that incorporate segments of the Great Wall. Even in the dwellings
still occupied by villagers, it is easy to see beyond what some might see as clutter
to the often beauty of random ephemera.
Through the manipulation of spaces, the juxtaposition of old materials with those
that are new, the utilization of different planes outside and inside, the placement
of antiques and artwork, among many other variables, each of Jim Spear’s
Mutianyu and nearby structures embodies a thoughtful composition. The old
ways, the vernacular patterns, are obvious in each of the designs, repurposed for
new uses with rebuilt walls, the judicious use of glass and other materials, and
landscaping. It is remarkable that there is a clear organic quality—rather than a
disjunction—between what is salvaged and old from what is new and purchased,

an aesthetic that appeals to Chinese as well as foreigners.
Jim Spear’s story is however much more than a mere tale of successful
architecture by someone who is not by training an architect. Working
cooperatively with local officials, friends, and his wife, the three villages at the
base of the Great Wall have become a thriving community. Part of the
community comprises residences or retreats for some in Beijing’s expat
community, others are entrepreneurial ventures that include restaurants, rental
homes, an art glass studio, and a boutique guesthouse. Local villagers from
throughout the township work in the complex as well as grow and prepare food
served there.
Jim and his wife proclaim that their social mission is to create a sustainable
tourism business in a township that once had a faltering economy. They are
succeeding. The Schoolhouse, once the village school, and the Brickyard, an
eco-retreat that incorporates a former glazed tile factory, are the anchors of their
lodging and dining enterprise. Whether individual residences or the facilities open
to visitors, all exude an aesthetic and utility of great appeal.
While I have not yet had the privilege of meeting Jim Spear and Tang Liang and
visiting their inspired community, I am fortunate nonetheless to have read Great
Wall Style: Building Home with Jim Spear, a beautiful chronicle of their significant
journey. Old spaces have been invested with new meanings that have brought
prosperity to a cluster of declining villages. There is much to be learned from
these efforts, which respect traditional ways of living while looking forward.
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